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Get ready for summer at Lake Buckhorn!
Lake Manager Update, Brian Mellor
I hope everyone had a great winter and I know we are all
looking forward to a great summer.
The lake water level is rising very quickly as you can
imagine with the steady rain we've had. This year you can
watch the lake water rise on Lake Buckhorn’s
website. Levels will be posted every Monday until it
reaches 880' which is full pool.
I would also like to ask everyone to drive safely while
traveling the roads in the lake due to all of the material
that was used to keep the roads safe this winter. There are a lot of people out walking, jogging,
and running and with the grits and cinders still on the roads it can make it difficult for your
vehicle to come to a quick stop.
We will be having our annual chicken BBQ fund raisers again this summer. Anyone that wishes to
help with the chicken BBQ or any other event throughout the year can contact the
office. Donations raised last year were used for additional fish stocking.
With summer drawing near, I look forward to seeing all of you enjoying our lake. Let's make sure
it's a safe and enjoyable summer for all.

Message from the LBPOA Board President – Dan Jackson
LBPOA Priorities for the New Year
March is the beginning of the new year for the board. This year, the board welcomes three new
members. Chuck Sweeny, Paula Stanley, and Tony Nickles have all hit the ground running. We
are fortunate to have them serving on the board. As a group, we have determined that some of
our goals for the year include:
1. Prioritizing capital projects: Apart from determining which culvert replacements and other
projects will be prioritized, a skid loader will be purchased. This piece of equipment will provide
important flexibility for the maintenance staff. Road maintenance will also be improved with the
ability to add brushes to remove grit and to shape the road edges to enable proper drainage.
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2. Road maintenance: Improving the roads while saving money sounds counterintuitive. It may
be possible, however, for us to use the skid loader and rented equipment to perform crucial
maintenance, eventually enabling us to provide our own chip and seal. Chip and seal for our
roads is the single largest expenditure our lake community makes in most years. It is very
expensive for us to procure this service from companies accustomed to doing much larger jobs
than Lake Buckhorn. If we are able to reduce these costs by doing the work with our staff while
also making road improvements not available from outside contractors, it is possible we can save
money and improve the roads at the same time.
3. Natural Gas: The board will continue the process of natural gas becoming available to our
members. There are now two companies interested. One of the major barriers they face is
determining how many of our members will avail themselves of natural gas. The companies need
to determine if it is cost effective for them to install lines to our members. Please look for future
announcements and surveys, which will be sent with water bills, so that you can express your
interest. The more members the companies hear from, the more likely it is they will be willing to
make this investment.
This project shut down with Winter. We hope to make significant progress on this issue now that
Spring has arrived.
4. Revenue enhancement: We plan to explore ways to increase revenue to cover investments in
capital improvements and road maintenance through the use of selective timber harvest and lot
sales, if possible, under strict guidelines. Historically, the board has not sold lots except for rare
occasions. However, we do receive multiple inquiries each year. There are no written policies or
guidelines governing the sale of lots. We hope to devise a policy that will allow the board to
preserve the typical rate of building while divesting ourselves of single lots that will also lessen
our tax liability. Revenues will be used to keep fees at an acceptable rate while also being
invested in critical capital improvements.
5. By-law review: Some of our by-laws appear to be contradictory, or at least unclear. The board
hopes to review the by-laws for suggested changes at an upcoming annual meeting of members.
6. Security: We hope to also ensure security patrols, including some patrols on the lake. We do
not desire the patrols to be heavy handed in their approach. We do agree with some members
that the simple presence of the patrols helps to mitigate problem behaviors.
7. Openness: Our board cannot make everyone happy. Sometimes, we are in the regrettable
position of saying "no" to requests. We take our responsibility to the overall community very
seriously and must weigh difficult decisions in light of what is best for all of our members, what is
fair, what is within budget, what helps us prepare for the future, and what decreases
liability. Our board has agreed that all of our decisions will be made as an entire board. All board
members will have the opportunity to be heard and contribute to discussions. Further, all of our
decisions will be made openly and be accompanied by explanations as to why we have arrived at
our decision.
It is not always easy to be a board member. As board president, I would like to thank my fellow
board members for their time, commitment, and energy. If you have suggestions, please send
them to the LBPOA email. We will be happy to address your ideas and incorporate suggestions
into our work when possible. On behalf of the board, please have a wonderful season at the
lake
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Summer Safety, by Paula Stanley

They say sometimes you are in the right place at the right moment or something simply happens
and you have that ah-ha moment. I guess I had both last summer.
Last summer, I had a couple of experiences that made me stop, pause, and think. I thought What could I do to make this a better place to raise a family? A safer place to be more precise.
Experience 1: I was on my deck enjoying the evening with a glass of wine and some cheese. (Like
I often do.) When some children came zipping by my cabin on a gator-type vehicle. The vehicle
was flying to say the least and there were no adults to be seen. The children took the curve way
too fast and one of the children was literally flung from the vehicle onto the road. I quickly
noticed that the child had considerable road rash from the experience. I thought – What if a car
would have been coming around the curve, the other way? Needless to say, my night of enjoying
wine and cheese would have had a pretty quick ending.
Experience 2: I was swimming by my boat, deep in area 8. When some woman came flying by me
on a jet ski. Never did she hesitate, even though that’s a no wake zone. She just simply made a
big loop around me and my boat and back up the lake she went. I could have reached out and
touched her. So, you can imagine my surprise when she never slowed. About a half hour later,
I’m still in the water when this woman comes flying by me again. The only difference is now I’m
joined by another boat and family with children. They too were in the water with me. She came
down in between my boat and them, never slowing and back up the lake she went. I waved,
shouted, and pleaded for her to slow down. She couldn’t hear me over the roar of the engine. So,
she simply smiled and waved. She thought that I was being friendly and saying hello.
Experience 3: One evening, I was on my boat having a few drinks and munchies with my new
neighbor. When he shared a story with us about how he had received a letter of warning from
the Lake because he was driving his boat the wrong way around the lake. He didn’t know there
was a rule. He was new to the lake and was simply unaware. What if he had come around the
corner (going the wrong way) just as the woman on the jet ski buzzed by in the no wake zone?
These three experiences made me stop and pause. What could I do about this? What could I do
about making this a safer place for my own family? Then I was told about the opening on the
Board. I thought this is where maybe I can make a difference. Maybe I could be that person that
reminds my neighbors - to remind their family and friends - about safety in our community.
Maybe I could save just one person this summer from some terrible anguish.
You know as well as I do, no one is intentionally trying to get hurt or hurt someone else. I think it
comes down to us communicating with one another about general safety.
Experience 1 – Perhaps these were visiting grandchildren or nieces or nephews. Perhaps, these
children are not familiar with such a vehicle. Maybe, a little coaching before turning over the keys
would have been a better plan. Better yet, where was the supervising adult?
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Experience 2 – Perhaps this was a visiting friend or daughter that was unfamiliar with boats and
general boater safety. Maybe this was her first time on a lake. Perhaps a little coaching on what
“no wake” means would have been an excellent idea.
Experience 3 – Perhaps if you are new to our community, please take the time to read the packet
of information that the girls in the Lake office provide you and your family. I know there seems to
be a lot to read and a lot of rules, but it’s all really good information that you really do need to
know. And if you are simply new to boating, learn the rules and general boater safety.
In none of the above cases, do I feel like anyone intended to get hurt or hurt someone else. I
guess, we all grew up around water and most of these things are just common sense to some of
us. Please remember that this is not the case when it comes to others who are unfamiliar with
the Lake and our community. Not everyone is used to golf carts on the roads, no wake zones, and
general rules of our private community.
Let’s all take a moment this summer and talk to our family and friends (even our new neighbors)
about general safety and rules.
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LIFE JACKETS AVAILABLE AT THE LBPOA OFFICE IN EXCHANGE FOR
DONATION:
Adult Neoprene(limited sizes) – Men’s size Large, Ladies size Small. Donation level - $30/each
Teen, Youth, Child, Infant Neoprene. Donation level $20/each
Nylon Ski/General Purpose/Fishing – Adult (various sizes including XL, XXL, Super Large.
Donation level -$15/each
Nylon Ski/General Purpose/Fishing - Teen, Youth, Child, Infant. Donation level $10/each

All life jackets were donated and 100% of the
proceeds goes toward the LBPOA safety fund.
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Here are some reminders of a few rules that we should
share this summer with our visiting family and friends.

General beach & swimming rules:
 NO fires are permitted on the beaches.
 NO glass bottles, picnic tables or pets are allowed on the beaches.
 Every child under the age of ten (10) years must be accompanied and supervised by an
adult.
 NO pushing, running or horseplay is allowed on the platform.
 NO swimming is permitted under the platform.
 Swimming must be within thirty-five (35) feet of the shoreline.
General boat safety:
 NO person shall operate or permit operation of a vessel in an unsafe manner.
Unsafe operation includes:
 Becoming airborne while crossing the wake of another vessel within one hundred (100) feet
or unsafe distance;
 Operating at a speed or proximity to a vessel or person being towed so as to require either
vessel to swerve to avoid collision;
 Operating less than two hundred (200) feet behind a water skier or tuber;
 Weaving through congested traffic.
 All boats must drive on the right side of the lake, just as if you were in car. Another words,
counter-clock wise.
 A “wake” is defined as a track left by a watercraft in the water causing waves or swells. “No
wake” merely means to slow down and don’t make waves.
General road safety:
 In general, any small engine vehicles, considered as a recreational type vehicle (golf carts,
gators, motor cycles, 4 wheelers, etc.), are subject to the same laws as ALL other vehicles in
the state of Ohio.
 Have your little ones wear helmets.
 Drive carefully. Follow the speed limit signs and be aware of your surrounds. (Children,
walkers, joggers, bicycles, golf carts, etc.)
By no means are these all the rules. These are only a few rules that I have called out. I ask you to
please, please refresh your memory this year by reading through the Rules and Regulations found
on the Lake Buckhorn website. Honestly, I know that when I went out to the website to gather
information for this article, I came across some rules that I had forgotten.
Let’s make this a SAFE and really enjoyable summer for all of our families.
I know that I don’t want to look back on this summer and think “If only I would have talked to…
before he/she/they…”
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Message from the LBPOA Board Treasurer, Judd Schuler
It has been a good year financially at Lake Buckhorn. Brian, Vickie, and Gary Scheeff worked
diligently to help us get to a place where we finally have a decent budget surplus. It is a privilege
to take over as treasurer and I will work hard to make sure the ‘stash’ in Gary’s ‘mayonnaise jar’
continues to grow.
At the end of our fiscal year (March 31st), we had an ending cash balance of over $100,000. Some
of this will be used this year for capital projects already planned (culvert replacement, road
improvements, etc.), but it is nice to know that we do have something extra if an emergency does
come up.
As a fellow member, I am very happy with the positive attitude that has been displayed at the
board meetings. It is refreshing to hear people come to the meeting only to thank Brian and his
employees for the job they are doing. Have a great summer at the lake!

Giving Thanks
Thank you from Paula Stanley:
Thank you, Thank you, and Thank you!
I wanted to extend a big thank you to all my friends and neighbors for their vote of confidence; I
shall do my very best for all of you.
Some people have asked me why I wanted to serve on the Board and give up some of my personal
time. Humbly, I’d simply say to make a difference and take my turn at attempting to make Lake
Buckhorn an even nicer place to raise a family. I’d also add that I think that is pretty consistent
with the attitude of the whole Board currently serving. I think we could all agree that this is a
pretty special place. We basically want to see it stay that way and possibly get even better.

Thank you from Tony Nickles:
I would like to thank everyone for the opportunity to serve on the LBPOA Board of Trustees. My
wife and I have enjoyed this community since moving here 11 years ago and we can't imagine
living anywhere else in the county. During my term, I look forward to being a part of the
operations of our association and to gaining a new perspective of Lake Buckhorn. I will assess
issues with reason and balance, assist with projects & planning, and become more educated on
the many facets of running a community such as ours. I wish everyone a safe and fun summer
here at the lake!
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Thank you from Dan Jackson:

Mike Vakos stepped in and helped our board set-up an email system and web page when our
previous provider suddenly retired. Several improvements were made by Mike and there is a
great deal of information now available to our members through our web site. The site is easy to
explore, and we hope you take a moment to explore what it offers. As we transition to a new
provider for these services, we appreciate the leadership and example Mike's work has set for us.
Les Miller has served on the board for two years. Les brought a great deal of wisdom and ability
to the board and the building committee. We hate to see Les resign from the board. At the same
time, we wish him and his family the best as they move from Lake Buckhorn. It was our pleasure
to work with Les.
While we are on the subject of thanking people, I would like to also express our appreciation to
lake manager Brian Mellor and our staff. Maintaining the lake to an increasingly high level while
also keeping the office conducting efficient business for all of our members is no easy
task. Sometimes, staff bear the brunt of the frustrations of members. It is important for us to also
make sure they know that they are appreciated-and they are!
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Around the Horn Recipe Corner:

Penne with Chicken and Asparagus
Rated:
Submitted By: LAUREL B
Photo By: CookinBug
Prep Time: 15
Cook Time: 20

Minutes
Minutes

Ready In: 35

Minutes

Servings: 8

"A light but super-tasty pasta dish, with fresh asparagus cooked in broth with sauteed garlic and seasoned chicken."

INGREDIENTS:
1 (16 ounce) package dried penne pasta

1/2 cup low-sodium chicken broth

5 tablespoons olive oil, divided
2 skinless, boneless chicken breast
halves - cut into cubes
salt and pepper to taste
garlic powder to taste

1 bunch slender asparagus spears,
trimmed, cut on diagonal into 1-inch
pieces
1 clove garlic, thinly sliced
1/4 cup Parmesan cheese

DIRECTIONS:
1. Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to boil. Add pasta, and cook until al dente, about 8 to 10 minutes. Drain, and set aside.
2. Warm 3 tablespoons olive oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat. Stir in chicken, and season with salt, pepper, and garlic powder. Cook
until chicken is cooked through and browned, about 5 minutes. Remove chicken to paper towels.
3. Pour chicken broth into the skillet. Then stir in asparagus, garlic, and a pinch more garlic powder, salt, and pepper. Cover, and steam until
the asparagus is just tender, about 5 to 10 minutes. Return chicken to the skillet, and warm through.
4. Stir chicken mixture into pasta, and mix well. Let sit about 5 minutes. Drizzle with 2 tablespoons olive oil, stir again, then sprinkle with
Parmesan cheese.
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Communications Committee - John Archer, Mike
Vakos, Nancy Miller, Arnold Oliver
The communications committee is continuously working hard on improving the website and
getting out information as efficiently as possible. If you have not registered your email for our
newsletter and other communication, please do so at our website:

http://www.lakebuckhorn.org/email-alerts/

For you social media users, please visit and promote our Lake Buckhorn POA Facebook page.
Please check it out and “Like” us. This is another great place to get updates, view pictures and
communicate with members. This past April, we reached another social media milestone by
getting 250+ page “Likes”. We are currently at 250 page likes. Let’s hit our next milestone of
300! Our Facebook page is also linked to our website on the main page:
http://www.lakebuckhorn.org/
Our Facebook web address is: https://www.facebook.com/LakeBuckhornPoa
Be sure to check out our Advertisement page on the website to access Member Ads and
Commercial Ads. If you are a member and want to sell anything and post to our website, make
sure you contact Nancy Miller @ nam1606@hotmail.com.

Share the beauty of Lake Buckhorn
Several members have captured pictures of the beautiful nature at Lake Buckhorn. We would
like to share these images with other members online and on our website. If you capture a
great photo, please email to mikevakos@yahoo.com. This will be posted on our Website and
Facebook page to share with other members.
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1817 SR 83
Unit 332
Millersburg, OH 44654

Welcome New Members!
Keith & Diane Thiebaud, Home #447,448, 449
Marty & Kathy Vaccaro, Lots #886, 973
Craig Campbell, Home #843, 845, 848, 849, 931
Jon & Terri Ianniello, Home #37
Steve & Rachel Lindsay, Lots #1643, 1644
Benjamin Allison, Lot#988
Frederick Nuzum, Home #318, 319
Mark & Leora Scheck, Home #793, 794, 795
Dalen Schlabaugh, Lot #620, 621
Leon & Theresa Lot #1089
Gregory Johnson, Home #1547,1548
Zachary Jones, Home #593, 594, 595

Upcoming Events:

Annual Meeting on Sunday, May 4th, 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm.
We will conduct any Bloomfield Water Company and
LBPOA Board business Meet and Greet afterwards with
light food and beverages, 50/50 raffle to benefit
fireworks fund.

LBPOA Board of Trustees
PRESIDENT, Dan Jackson
VICE PRESIDENT, Arnie Oliver
TREASURER, Judd Schuler
ASSISTANT TREASURER, Roger Estill
SECRETARY, John Archer
Paula Stanley
Tony Nickles
Chuck Sweeney

Bloomfield Water Company Board of
Trustees
PRESIDENT, Larry Sheets
VICE PRESIDENT, Jim Schafer
TREASURER, Judd Schuler
Robert Lloyd
Richard Strausbaugh
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